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Abstract: The first demonstration of UV-written, silica-on-silicon 
integrated optical 1×N power splitters with up to 32 outputs ports is 
presented. The fabricated components exhibit 450 nm bandwidth, low 
excess loss and good channel uniformity. 
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1. Introduction 

The need for compact and high-performance integrated waveguide components for optical 
telecommunication is steadily increasing. Standard waveguide fabrication techniques using 
photolithography and etching are capable of yielding high quality components, but the 
investments required to set up and operate the production facilities are quite large. An 
interesting alternative for low-cost production is the direct UV writing technique [1], where 
waveguides are fabricated by scanning a photosensitive glass sample under a focused 
ultraviolet (UV) beam. This process avoids the use of costly photolithographic and etching 
based fabrication steps and does not require a cleanroom. We have previously shown that 
direct UV writing can be a stable platform for production of high performance components 
such as variable optical attenuators [2], return-to-zero signal generators [3] and broadband 
directional couplers [4]. 

Low cost 1×N power splitters are considered to be enabling components for widespread 
deployment of Fiber-To-The-Home (FTTH) networks [5]. Such components often have a 
complicated circuit layout, with numerous branching points, and this places stringent 
requirements on the accuracy and reproducibility of a UV writing setup if good performance 
is to be achieved. In this paper we report the fabrication of 1×N splitters with N=4,8,16,32 
output channels by means of UV writing. The circuit layout has been optimized for 
compactness, low loss and broadband operation. The performance in terms of size, loss and 
uniformity are close to or within current commercial specifications in the 1300−1750 nm 
wavelength range. To our best knowledge, the 1×N optical splitters reported here represent the 
largest and most advanced circuit layouts yet realized with the UV writing technique. 

2. Experimental procedure 

This study was conducted using three layer (buffer/core/cladding) silica-on-silicon samples 
with a photosensitive core layer. The buffer layer consists of thermal oxide while the 
core/cladding structure is deposited by plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition. The 
thickness of the buffer/core/cladding layer is 16/5.4/12 µm. The core contains germanium and 
boron in a relative concentration so that the refractive index is matched (within ±5×10-4) to 
that of the surrounding layers [6]. Index matching the core layer enables the UV-written 
waveguides to exhibit a circular-mode profile and low coupling loss to standard telecom fiber 
[7]. Prior to UV exposure, the sample is loaded with molecular deuterium at a pressure of 500 
bar until saturation to increase the photosensitivity [8]. 

The UV writing setup, similar to that used in previous work [4], is depicted in Fig.1. The 
beam of a frequency doubled Ar+ laser producing 257 nm radiation is directed to a spatial 
filter / beam expander section and focused by a microscope objective on the sample with a 
1/e2 spotsize of 3.1 μm and a Rayleigh range of 55 μm. A computer controlled shutter 
positioned in the beam path blocks the beam as required by the scanning process. During UV 
writing the sample is housed in a vacuum chamber where it is thermo-electrically cooled to 
−30 °C in order to reduce the deuterium outdiffusion rate [9]. Cooling of the sample increases 
the available UV writing time from ~15 min. at room temperature to more than 20 hours. 
Waveguides are written according to the desired layout by translating the sample chamber 
using computer controlled, high-precision x-y translation stages. The position of the sample 
chamber is monitored with 10 nm precision at a rate of 25 Hz using two double-step laser 
interferometers [10]. Interferometric position monitoring ensures a very high degree of 
scanning precision which is essential for the fabrication of extended  components  that  require 
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Fig.1. Schematic drawing of the setup used for direct UV writing 

 
 

many concatenated scans, such as 1×N splitters. The UV power incident on the sample is set 
to 45 mW and a scan velocity of 280 µm/s is chosen for standard waveguide sections. This 
yields a stable index change process without discontinuities [11] and a waveguide width of 6.0 
µm, as measured with differential interference contrast microscopy. 

After UV writing the sample is annealed at 80 °C for 12 hours to outdiffuse residual 
deuterium without thermally inducing reactions with the glass matrix. After this annealing the 
peak index step is 0.014±0.0005, as measured by detecting interference fringes from the 
waveguide and its surrounding area upon illumination with semi−coherent light [12]. Single 
mode operation in both the 1.3 μm and 1.55 μm telecommunication windows requires a lower 
index step and thus a second annealing at 320 °C is applied. After three hours at this 
temperature the index step has been reduced to a suitable value of 0.0085 with no change in 
waveguide width. The procedure of using a second annealing enables a standard UV writing 
process to be applied for a wide variety of structures after which the required index step can 
be chosen simply by adjusting the annealing time or temperature. An extra benefit of applying 
a second high temperature annealing is that it removes components of the induced index 
change that are unstable at normal operating temperatures, thereby yielding devices with a 
very good degree of long term stability [13]. 

3. Splitter design 

For this work 1×N splitters with N=2,4,8,16,32 have been fabricated, all with the same 
generic layout. An overview of a 1×16 splitter is shown in Fig. 2(a) while a close-up view of a 
single Y-branch section is shown in Fig. 2(b). The N-output splitter structure is made by 
cascading Y-shaped branching sections. The output channel pitch is 127 μm which matches 
that of commercially available fiber connector arrays. Each branching section is written in 
three scans, first the access waveguide followed by the two output arms. Each scan starts at 
the central branching point and moves outwards, as indicated by the arrows in Fig. 2(b).  

The use of multiple concatenated scans, as opposed to the dual scanning technique 
employed in early work [14], enables scalability of a pre-optimized branching section into 
larger trees. On the other hand it sets stringent requirements on the scanning accuracy, hence 
the need for interferometric position feedback during the scanning process. 
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Fig. 2. (a) Overview of a 1×16 splitter layout, with applied scan velocities indicated by arrows. 
(b) Close-up view of a Y-branch section. On each view the graph colors represent the different 
scan velocities applied in various sections. 

 
The access waveguide scan begins at 100 μm/s, followed by acceleration to the standard 

scan velocity of 280 μm/s. A low velocity is used initially to avoid the possibility of 
irregularities in the waveguide formation process [11]. In order to accurately control the 
waveguide starting point the delay between the computer command for shutter opening and 
the actual time of opening (22.9 ms) is taken into account. The combination of high accuracy 
scanning and shutter delay compensation enables fabrication of junctions with virtually no 
loss due to misalignment. 
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Fig. 3. (a) Measured splitting ratio as a function of the scan velocity v2 applied on the second 
arm of a Y branch (see Fig. 2(b)) with an output arm separation 127 μm. A linear fit and 
confidence bands have been used to determine the optimum v2 for which a splitting ratio of 
50% is achieved. (b) optimum v2 for different arm separations. 

 
The output arms are shaped as two cascaded polynomial S-bends (Fig. 2(b)). The first 

S-bend yields a transverse displacement of 6 µm over a length of 700 μm to separate the 
output arms, so that the combined width at the end of this bend section is twice that of a single 
waveguide. Hence, an adiabatic taper after the access waveguide is achieved to avoid mode 
conversion [15]. The second S-bend achieves the required transverse displacement for 
connecting to the next branching point. Each S-bend is shaped as a 4th order polynomial 
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function with null derivatives up to the 3rd order at the boundaries, to reduce mode mismatch 
with the next access waveguide.  

For N=4,8,16 the length of the second bend has been optimized for compactness / low 
loss and has an equivalent minimum radius of curvature of 20 mm. For N=32 the minimum 
radius was reduced to 14 mm so that the component could fit our standard chip size. 
Measurements on (rmin=20 mm) concatenated bends with a transverse displacement of 127 μm 
showed the excess loss to be ~0.05 dB pr. S-bend. The bend loss for the N=32 components is 
slightly higher, as will be shown later. 

If a branching section is written with identical scan velocities in all three scans the 
resulting splitting ratio will often be asymmetric since the photosensitivity in the vicinity of a 
UV exposed area [16] can be reduced slightly due to local heating [11]. Symmetrical splitting 
is achieved by applying slightly different scan velocities in the central part of each branching 
section [16]. The required scan velocity compensation depends on the length of the section 
where the two branching waveguides are coupled. For our waveguides this section extends 
until the center-to-center separation becomes roughly 20 μm. A series of 1×2 splitters were 
fabricated to determine the velocities required for symmetrical splitting. For an arm separation 
of 127 μm and a standard scan velocity of 280 µm/s in the first arm, the optimum scan 
velocity v2 of the second scan was found to be 180±10 μm/s, as depicted in Fig. 3(a). The 
datapoint scattering is due to fabrication imperfections and is consistent with a splitting ratio 
standard deviation of 0.03, which is similar to earlier results [2]. The measured relationship 
between the optimum scan velocity v2 and the arm separation is shown in Fig. 3(b). Hence, in 
order to achieve symmetric splitting throughout a 1×N structure the scan velocity v2 is chosen 
according to this relationship, as indicated in Fig. 2(a).  

The design outlined above results in total component lengths and fabrication times which 
are given in Tab. 1. Considering the dimensions of commercial fiber connector arrays, the 
length of the UV written N=4,8,16 splitters when pigtailed would be reduced by 20−50% in 
comparison with many commercially available splitters. The production capacity for one 
scanning station is roughly 40−260 components pr. day depending on the channel count. Since 
only 45 mW of UV power is required for the writing process one UV laser can power several 
scanning stations, thereby increasing the production capacity further. 

Table 1. Length and UV writing time for the fabricated 1×N splitters 

No. of output 
channels, N 

Length 
[mm] 

Fabrication 
time [s] 

4 12.6 314 
8 21.5 554 

16 34.5 1115 
32 (46.0) (2164) 

Note that the N=32 splitter design was forced to fit our 
standard chip size, hence the associated numbers are 
placed in parentheses. 

4. Performance 

To evaluate the component performance and reproducibility several groups of splitters with 
N=4,8,16,32 were fabricated during a period of ∼4 months without any setup maintenance. 
Each group contained 5−41 individual components, with more components being tested for 
lower channel counts. In addition to splitters each group contained a few straight reference 
waveguides. 

Device performance was characterized with butt coupled SMF-28 fibers and 
index-matching oil. A polarized laser source at 1557 nm and a non-polarized  supercontinuum  
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Fig. 4. Insertion loss (symbols) and PDL (bars) measured at 1557 nm for N=4,8,16,32 outputs. 
The dotted lines indicate the theoretical loss limit corresponding to each type of splitter. 

 
 

source were used for narrowband and broadband characterization, respectively. The total 
insertion loss and polarization dependent loss (PDL) at 1557 nm were measured with a 
dedicated PDL/insertion loss meter, whereas broadband characterization was carried out with 
an optical spectrum analyzer from 1300−1750 nm. For brevity the following results refer to 
selected components, although the presented performance is typical for the entire lot. 

4.1 Narrowband measurements 

On 47 mm long chips the straight reference waveguides exhibited a total insertion loss of 0.4 
dB with a PDL at our detection limit of ~0.2 dB. The 1×N splitter performance is summarized 
in Fig. 4, showing insertion loss and PDL at 1557 nm for each channel. Also shown is the 
theoretical loss limit of each splitter type, i.e. the loss associated with splitting the input signal 
into N equal components. The total excess loss for N=4,8,16,32 is 1.2 dB, 1.0 dB, 2.2 dB and 
3.0 dB, respectively, which is in agreement with that expected from the initial optimization of 
bends, branching points, etc. A further improvement can easily be achieved on the 1×32 
splitter, which was slightly compressed to fit the chip length used in this work. The splitter 
uniformity (difference between max. and min. channel loss for a given wavelength) for 
N=4,8,16,32 is 0.5 dB, 0.7 dB, 2.8 dB and 3.4 dB, respectively. The fact that there is no 
discernable slope of the channel loss with position shows that there are no significant 
systematical deviations from symmetrical splitting in the pre-optimized branching points. 
Since the initial optimization was done several months earlier this shows that the optimum 
scan velocity, v2, is quite stable.  

The splitter PDL is normally near or just above the detection limit (0.2−0.4 dB), but for 
some channels it can increase to 1−3 dB. This behavior is seen sporadically in nearly all 
N=8,16,32 splitters but on different channels each time. Statistics on several hundred IL/PDL 
measurements show that the occurrence of the problem is correlated with high losses. Hence, 
for 1×4 splitters the problem is much less severe, to the point of being unnoticeable, and there 
are in general no PDL problems with 1×2 splitters, bends or long waveguides. This behavior 
may be caused by interference from vertical modes excited at Y-branch sections and weakly 
guided in the core layer [17]. Since such modes only contain a small fraction of the total input 
power the effect only becomes apparent when the light level in the waveguide gets 
sufficiently low. The use of a core layer with a refractive index before UV exposure which is 
slightly lower than that of the buffer/cladding will significantly reduce the amplitude of 
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weakly guided higher order modes and could thus also reduce the sporadically high PDL. 
Another cause for the observed behavior may be that the top cladding layer is too thin (small 
leakage to radiated modes), which would also require an optimization of the sample structure. 

4.2 Broadband measurements 

The spectral variation of channel loss, uniformity and total excess loss (i.e. overall loss 
introduced by the device) over a 1300-1750 nm range is depicted in Fig. 5 for the different 
splitter types. The values at 1557 nm generally agree well with the narrowband measurements 
presented in Fig. 4. The total excess loss is fairly flat throughout the entire wavelength range, 
with an average value for N=4,8,16,32 of 1.0 dB, 1.3 dB, 1.6 dB, 3.2 dB, respectively, and a 
ripple of ~0.5 dB. These losses are comparable to those of currently available commercial 
components, except for the 1×32 component which has a higher loss due to the previously 
mentioned deliberate compression of the first bend section.  

The channel uniformity for the 1×4 splitters is spectrally flat, with an average value of 
1.0 dB and a ripple of 0.2 dB. The 1×8 splitter uniformity is also flat with an average value of 
1.0 dB down to 1400 nm, below which it increases to 1.8 dB, most likely due to the 
approaching multimode behavior. This increase becomes more apparent in the 1×16 and 1×32 
splitters. An increase of the post-fabrication annealing temperature will result in a slightly 
lower waveguide index step and is expected to improve the short wavelength uniformity. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 5. Spectral variation of insertion loss for each channel, splitter uniformity and total excess 
loss for: (a) 1×4 splitter, (b) 1×8 splitter, (c) 1×16 splitter, (d) 1×32 splitter.  
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5. Conclusion 

The first demonstration of 1×N power splitters with N=4,8,16,32 output channels made by 
direct UV writing has been reported. The components consist of multiple Y-branches, written 
as concatenated waveguide sections. The demonstrated splitters are compact, and exhibit low 
excess loss and good uniformity over a wavelength range up to 450 nm. The fabrication 
process was found to be stable over a period of several months with no setup maintenance. 
These results indicate that UV writing is a promising technique for fabrication of low-cost 
splitters for FTTH applications. 
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